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I . INTRODUCTION
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A conference so vast and many-aided is impossible to summarize in forty-

five minutes, and I will not even attempt to do so. My major theme Is a gauge-

theorist's appreciation of the developments in particle physics reported at

the conference. In particular I wish to address myself to the question

raised by Professor Zichichi in his opening address: Can we now indeed chart

the course of the subject nearly up to Planck energies, of the order of £ * 1

grams (1.2 x 10 1 5 GeV)? If so, is there likely to be a long stretching Crand

Plateau, unbroken by any high peaks of nev physics, which is predictable on

the basis of the gauge revolution of this decade?

There is no question as to the fact that the central feature of

particle physics of this decade has been the recognition that the fundamental

forces of nature appear to be governed by a universal gauge principle - a

principle vhich made its first appearance with Maxwell and Einstein, whose

hundredth anniversaries of death and birth, respectively, we celebrate this

year. This principle has not only provided us vith a quantitative theory of

weak nuclear forces; it has also forced upon us a unification of the weak with

the electromagnetic, in the electroweak SU(2) x U(l). Combined with the hope

that the strong nuclear force is controlled by the gauge group 811^(3), one

has been led to an elaboration of a standard model. There is then the natural

and tantalizing hope that these veak nuclear, strong nuclear and electromagnetic

gauges (SU(2) * U(l) * SUC<3)) vill combine, perhaps in a direct extrapolation,

into the ELECTRO-NUCLEAR gauges of a grand unified theory and eventually perhaps

into (gauged) super-gravity. As we know, it is this vast extrapolation which,

within the context of particular grand unifying schemes, appears to lead to the

"plateau" syndrome. And central to these schemes is the circular

hypothesis that essentially no new forces (besides those described by

SU(2) » U(l) * SU(,(3)) will manifest themselves,•before one reaches the end of the

plateau, deduced on this basis to extend nearly up to Planckian energies.

Bow in this half century, in the science of biology, the analogue of

our universal gauge principle vas found in 1953 with the discovery of the

double helix. Likewise in another scientific discipline, nearer to ours, a

standard model was elaborated vith the discoveries of the expanding universe

and the big bang. However neither of these (admittedly intellectually inferior!)

disciplines of science have on the basis of presenc knowledge entertained the

death-wish for an unrelieved wasteland for all tomorrow. In fact, the

universality of the double helix principle has not obscured from the

biologist the fact that far from being the "end of molecular biology",

this vas only a beginning. "Something quite essential is missing In our basic

understanding of life and we have not the slightest idea about the nature of

lacuna© in our knowledge" . I believe that precisely the ssme applies to

particle physics. As I vould like to stress in the course of this talk, the

remarkable successes of the gauge principle and the understanding of the

fundamental forces it has given us should not obscure from us the fact that

before we believe our vast extrapolations,we must fill in some glaring lacunae in our

knowledge. There is something fundamentally essential missing in our under-

standing of the nature of the (flavour and colour) charges with which the

gauging starts. In this respect, not till we match, at the vary least, the

type of understanding reached by Einstein (when he comprehended gravitational

charge in terms of space-time curvature), can our quest in particle physics

acquire the qualitative depth attained for example by gravity, nor more

importantly, its quantitative freedom from some of the presently ad iion

parameters.

I shall divide my remarks about the conference into five parts:

1) Status of the Three Families of what we consider to-day as

the elementary entitles of matter;

2) Status of the electroweak SU(2) * U(l);

3) Status of QCD - the gauge theory of colour;

k) From the electroweak to the electro-nuclear(grand unification);

5) Post-Planck physics and Einstein's dreams, i.e. a unification of

gravity with matter; and a comprehension of the nature of (flavour
within

and colour)charges / space-time geometry or space-time topology.

II. THE THREE FAMILIES

1. The physics of the two familiar Families consisting of 15 (or if the

neutrinos are massive, 16) two-component objects (v , e L, e R; u. , I L , dL , & ;

quarks in three coloursJplusfv^, ML> yR, c^, cR, sL, aR) is in good shape. In

particulars

a) Charm ia produced by hadrons as demonstrated both by indirect

(prompt e, v» v, en) and direct (bump hunting and emulsion) methods. (The

., first paper presented at the conference was the emulsion picture of

V + P* K~i a
A " 2.29 t 0.15 Q«V and (theoretically expected) lifetime

c . _
T • (7.3 ± 0.1) x io" J a.) The production mechanism ia not

quantitative yet, tmt presumably soon will be.

-2-
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b) The detailed knowledge provided by e e annihilation nf oo states

(J/I(I, ^', i(i",..., P states x) is however matched by the new problems of the

charmed pseudoscalars reportedly missing at 2830 MeV and 3^55 KeV.

2. Regarding the Third Family, assuming that it also follows the pattern

of the first Two Families:

+ _
a) There is no evidence for toponium up to the centre-of-mass e e

energies (B2T.U GeV at PETRA.

b) Halted beauty has most l ikely been seen by the fortunate few in

the SISI collaboration in B + (J/*) + K + n [incident iT 's (150-170 GeV},

BB.o = 0.8 nb, and estimated B production KIOO nb.if B.R. «1% for the

channel quoted].

The stat'is of the Third Family is thus at a tantalizing stage. I t

may not follow the pattern of the f i rs t Two Families (though after the

observed b-decay, the case for a U-b) doublet has become stronger). If i t

does, I would consider i t evidence - in analogy with the universality of

the double helix - that nature has discovered a dynamical s tabi l i ty about

the system of the 15 (or 16) objects which constitute the f irs t Two Families

and that almost certainly there is a more basic layer of structure underneath.

THE NEUTRAL CURRENT COUPLING CONSTANTS (Dydak)

I I I . THE ELBCTROWEAK SU(2) *

After the beautiful presentations of Kydak (who emphasised the degree

of precision achieved now in measuring the model independent parameters in

neutrino neutral-current physics) and of Prescott, there is l i t t l e that

I can add about the agreement of the SU(2) * U(l) theory (containing one

theoretically undetermined coupling, sin e = 0.230 + 0.015) with a l l the

currently measured weak and electromagnetic phenomena below 100 GeV or so.

Perhaps the most remarkable measurement in this respect is that of

[ °w t2
B—r\ which i s currently determined from the ra t io

mz cosSJ

of neutral to charged current cross-Bectlons. The predicted value p » 1

for weak lso-doublet Higgs is to be compared with the experimental

p • 1.00 ± 0.02. Presumably l ike (g-2) In QED, the radiative corrections to
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p from SU(2) x Ull) will provide Important information, not only on the

baalc theory involved, but also about the massea of charged elementary

fermions - and in particular leptons - vhich contribute to the radiative

corrections of p . (According to Ellis, the present accuracy of p

appears to suggest m- $ 100 GeV for a one-loop calculation.)

But why does nature favour the simplest suggestion of SU(2) x U(l)

theory of the Higgs being iso-doublet? Is there Just one physical Higgs7

Of what mass? Could the Higgs phenomenon be a manifestation of a dynamical

breakdown of the symmetry?

Personally I see no theoretical reason for a prejudice against an

elementary epin-iero object. The real problem with Higgs - and this

is one of those unresolved problens which I mentioned earlier and one which

calls for greater depth in our theories - is the large number of parameters - 21

out of 26 in the standard 6-quark, (K-M) SU(2) x U(l) x SUC(3) model - attributable

to the Higgs sector . What is needed is an extension of the gauge Cor a

similar) principle to embrace the Higgs sector.

IV. THE HIGGS SECTOR

I s h a l l b r i e f l y comment on some of the ideas expressed in the

t h e o r e t i c a l sess ions of the conference r e l a t i n g t o the Higgs s ec tor ,

par t i cu lar ly as I sha l l need some of these ideas l a t e r .

1) Higgs mass: BJorken discussed in d e t a i l the a t t r a c t i v e auggeatlon (Oildener

and ^ i n b e r * , E l l i s , Oa i l l ard , ffanopoulos, Saehrajda) to uae the Coleman-Veinbtt.fr

mechanism to generate Kigets mass (one-loop) radiativeljr. With the assumption Of one

iso-doublet with bare mass *ero, a low physical mass HL IS predicted

- . — • »

1/2

GeV (sin2e - 0.23)

5)

2) The rival suggestion that i f J^ B. / - ^ " ~ 1 TeV, partial

wave unitarity Is not respected at the tree level, and the Higgs sector is
truly a strong interaction sector, has i t s own attractions for Isabelle and
other accelerators in that energy range. This has been made quantitative
by Griearu and Schnitzer in a contribution to the conference: Assuming that
SU(2) x u(l) i s made part of a larger non-Abelian gauge group, and assuming
that IL, > 300 GeV, one may expect Regge recurrences of w , Z and the
photon occurring around 2-1* TeV. If •_ < 100 GeV, these recurrences would
—"**'*— n

s t i l l occur but regrettably near Planck energies e* m̂  exp — .

3) To reduce the arbitrariness of the Higgs couplings and

to motivate their iso-doublet character, one suggestion is to use supersymaetry
Recall that superBymmetry Is a Fermi-Bose symmetry, so that iso-doublet leptons
for example must be accompanied in the same multiplet by iso-doublet Higgs.
Unhappily the concrete realization of supersymmetry has always necessitated
adding in of further (heavy) multiplets. For example, in the simplest
SU(2) x u(l) superaymmetric model that I know of, the three leptons (\>L>

e , , e^) must be accompanied by 9 new leptons before a realistic theory emerges.
Likewise for quarks and other leptonic families. Frightful inflation!.

k) And finally in the context of the Higgs mechanism emerging as
dynamical symmetry breaking (Dlmopouloa, Susskind, Weinberg) (with assumed
non-zero expectation values of bilinear products of Fermi fields (<̂ i>t|î > t 0);,
there 1B the attractive idea of technicolour.
0n« introduces a set of technicoloured quarks (and in extended versions of the
theory, techni-gauge fieldsjbut no Higgs. The techni-forces are new forces
of which ve have no cognizance at present low energies; these and the
corresponding particles manifest themselves in the 1-100 TeV range- Once

again, like supersytnmetry, there is a vast inflation of new particles. For

example, the three leptons (vTi e , eo) must appear as humble members of a set of
^̂ _ L L R

5 + 5 + 5 + 1 0 mujtiplets of SU(5)( tech - •» inflation nearly three times
worse a* that for Bupersymmetry.

Clearly, there la no fear of any "desert" of new particles or of
new forces, in the few TeV raglon i f these or similar ideas (cevised to
diminish Higgs and their arbitrary couplings) make physical sense.

-5 -
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V. STFOHG INTERACTIONS AND GAUGED COLOUR

The. bulk of the Conference vas occupied by the parton model and the

theory of gauged colour, with a special session on the status of QCD,

addressed by de Rujula and Preparata. So I can be brief.

To one coming as an outsider to the subject of strong interactions the

first reaction is one of profound wonderment at the sureness of touch displayed

in the initial formulation of the parton model. The second reaction is again

of wonderment at how remarkable a theory QCD is - principally on account of

its unique property of asymptotic freedom (shared possibly only by Einstein's

gravity, as surmised by Fradkin and Vilkovisky ). The third reaction is

still of wonderment, but thi3 time at tow little impress, quantitative QCD

of quarks and gluon3 has yet made on the broad spectrum of strong interaction

physics, in spite of a large number of exceedingly brilliant contributions

made to the subject, particularly during the last year.

The present role of QCD is essentially one of perturbatively

renonnalizing the quark (and gluon) parton model, with which QCD is compatible

but which it does not yet predicate. As Preparata and de Rujula both agreed,

this situation will not change till QCD solves;

i) The problem of confinement of quarks and gluons in hadrons;

ii) The converse problem of hadronization of quarks and gluonsi

iii) And the problem of determination of the spectrum of physical states

(though we heard from de Rujula of the exciting prospect of

qualitative considerations of E. Witten who has shown in the

context or an — expansion in an N colour SUC(N) that baryons

for example may be understood as jj- analogues of "monopole

solitons"),

5.1 Theoretical considerations

The next table summarizes the elucidation achieved of the inter-

relation between the ideas built into the parton model and ths quantitative

impress made on these by perturbatlve QCIX (This is after the

perturbative expansion is summed either through the operator product expansion

method.or more generally, through the solution of an appropriate Bethe-

Salpeter equation.)

-T-

Parton model:

Built-in features

Factorization

(F(x) * DCs))

F{x): Hadronic structure
function

D(z): Farton fragmentation
function

Scaling

Jets ar« soft

Hadronlzatdon of partone;

soft transfer of quantum

nucbers

Perturb,ative QCD and the manner of i t s

"renormalization" of the built-in features

of the parton model

QCD replaces {F(x) * D(z)} by
(FCx.Q2) * FCZ.Q2)) or more precisely, in

terms of moments
a \

by

QCD gives a perturbative calculation of the

F^a and the DK's. In the leading log order

these scale-breaking factors behave like
f
U n though

the theory does not predict the magnitude of

A2. The f"'s and dM|s are QCD non-calculable

probability amplitudes, universal in the same

sense as the parton model's F(x)'s and D(z)'s

are.

1) Jets ar« characeristicany hard:
2) There is the complementary theoretical
development of "safe" Jet variables, following
the pioneering work of Stenaan and Weinberg.
Here one attempts to define such measurable
Quantities for which a reliable perturbation

-2 f a2)'1

expansion exiata in terms of g x.nn ^\

rather than for the nass-aingularity-contalning

parameter g In ~

Domains of perturbative QCD and of confinement

phenomena shown to be distinct

-8-



5.2 Tests of ."<CD

The teats of QCD, discussed at the conference, fall into three

categories:

1) The uluon: Since SU{3)| is a theory of spin-one gluons
and their scutual self-interactions, the most positive evidence for QCD would
be: discover the gluon G and teat for C •* £0, G * 30.

2) negative tests:
(a) V.3 e.'ohisiserl at tha Conference, QCD pfwiiits

< > T >

I fThis is unlike most other tests which depend on log Q
2 A

eventually exhibit a rising trend with Q , QCD must be discarded.

does not

(b) Likewise, it should die if in hadron-hadron collisions, the

cross-sections fail eventually to exhibit a behaviour like p (rather

than the(once)empirical p" ). Both these are negative tests.

3) Indirect tests of perturbative QCD: i.e. scale breaking,

Q -dependence of the structure and fragmentation functions and their moments.

These tests include

f
(a) The (Reya-Cluck) characteristic prediction for coloured QCD:

I.e. I F (x,Q ) dx must decrease as Q increase;

(b) Log moment versus log moment plots for both structure and
fragmentation functions;

(e) Corrssponding plots of Lament) versus log Q ;

(d) And predicted QCD corrections to Drell-Yan.

-9-

The status of these indirect tests huve been discussed in detail at

the conference by Galllard, de Rujula, Preparata and (for Drell-lfan ) by

Altarellt. Battles have raged over the significance of singlet versus non-

singlet structure functions, over higher than leading lofl corrections, over

higher twist and resonance regime effects - over whether tha present

tests really do test QCD fairly, I make no comment,

except to express, as always, a theorist's profound admiration to our

experimental colleagues in making the theory countt itself by extracting

significant numbers from difficult data.

5.3 The direct test; Discovery of the (rluon (G)

Flg.l shown by Brandt exhibits the status of T + 3G versus phase-

space Monte-Carlo (plots of thrust, triplicity and other Jet parameters), As

Professor Schopper told us, in the next few months, the statistics on these

Jets are likely to improve vastly, but if we accept tentatively that T -• 3G

is the likeliest decay mode, one could in principle determine gluon spin,

using ideas of Roller, Walsh and Kraseman who define a function (a(T))

(T • thrust of the fastest Jet)and plot the thrust axis angular distribution

relative to the beam direction in terms of this.

Fig.2 shows the sharp distinction between spin-one and spin-zero gluons

The paucity of statistics makes an experimental comparison with theory

difficult at present. As stressed by Gaillard, however, one may compute

thrust averaged /o(T)^ , and plot the corresponding angular distribution

(Pig.3). The results favour spin-one.

One does not wish to rush into a conclusion, which tne cautious

men(and woaen) from PETEA themselves have not drawn. However, one might

predict, that with the Cornell accelerator soon coming on stireem, and more

statistics from DORIS, the gluon is likely to be discovered sooner than

the W*«. and the Z, .

To test for the 0 • 20 and 0 + 3G vertices, characteristic of

QCDi one of the clearest tests will be the comparison of tne evolution of

gluon Jets and in particular the momenta of the gluon fragmentation for

T + 3G versus the tl —N30, once U is discovered (Fig.lt) (Xoller, Ifalah

and Zenmel.
-10-



The negative testa

Figs.5 and 6 are plots of / p ̂  preserved to the conference by

Gabathuler and Altarelli consolidating the data on e, v, v, (e e

Drell-Kan • As C-abathuler remarked, there Is no agreement whether

varies with Mr or log W ; all one may infer at present is that

and

i3 not flat, but rises. QCD lives. Fig.7 was presented by Jacob,

showing the progressive transition trend from p~ to PT in inclusive »

yield, when p_ increases from 3 to 15 GeV/c. Again prognosis for

QCD's life and health is good.

To conclude:

l) QCD ;s a remarkable gauge theory, particularly on account of its

asymptotic freedom;

2} It is not yet a theory of strong Interaction and will not be

till the problems of confinement and hadronization are solved;

3) Its present successes (or otherwise) lie in the field of

perturbative QCD. However, there are serious problems at present

in estimating corrections to the various predictions.

1*) The gluon may have been discovered, together vith its spin

determination.

VI. GRAND UNIFICATION, THE ELECTRONUCLEAH FOKCE AND THE ISSUE OF THE
GRAND PLATEAU

6.1 The electronuclear force

Besides QCD, the second area of intense revival this year has been

the attractive extension of the ELECTROWEAK unification to embrace strong

forces as veil - i.e.the emergence of the ELECTRONUCLEAR unification (of

the weak nuclear, the strong nuclear and the electromagnetic forces), Related

to this - as Professor Zichichi told us - is the issue of the possible

existence of a GRAND PLATEAU with no high peaks of new physics to be scaled,

except near Planck energies.

The main stages of the ELECTRONUCLEAR unification which go back to

the years 1972-1971* are the following:

1) Embed SU(2) x U U ) * SU (3) into a simple (or a Bemi-simple) non-

c ~mi

Abelian gauge group G; all quantum numbers (flavour, colour, lepton and
quark numbers) are then automatically quantized.

-11-

2) A gauging of this group G will assure asymptotic freedom

for the full ELECTROHUCLEAH theory, provided the numbers of ,'ennion fields

(and Higgs) is restricted.

3) The gauge theory based on a technically "simple" (or with appropriate

discrete symmetries, a "seml-siaple") group contains one basic gauge constant,

which manifests Itself physically above the unification mass M exceeding all

particle masses in the theory.

it) These particle masses must be introduced through the familiar Higgs

mechanism, which breaks the symmetry through one or more mass stages down to

SU(2) » U(l) x SU, (3) for low energies u sj 100 GeV. Given the pattern cf "
ill.)

symmetry breaking and these mass stages , the magnitudes of the observed

couplings 1 5 ) a sdj}, a(u) (i.e. why, SU(3) forces are strong and 3U(2) forces weak

at low energies) aa well aa the ratio of the two electroweak couplings

(sin S(y))can in principle be determined by the renormalliation group equations 37),

5) Clearly grand unified theories must treat leptons on par with

quarks. This psychological break was first Implemented in 1972 by grouping

quarks and leptons in the same multiplet of the unifying group C. From this

follows (through the processes of gauging) the prediction of the existence of

lepto-quark gauge bosons - necessarily heavy, since they will Induce exotic

phenomena, particularly proton decays Into leptons. The following two tables

summarize the development of these ideas

Quark-lepton unificatIon

Semi-simple groups '

(vith left-right

symmetry)

Simple groups

G * f

0 L *

0 •*

l J
3B

a

I

3n * ( 1
L <—* n

L

Exotic Kaufte particles

Lepto-quarks •* (qi)

diquarks + (qq)

di leptons + (Hi

leptoquarka •* (q*) , (qfc)

Proton decoy

Lepto-quarks -*• W +

(Higgs) or

Proton » qcjq •* i l l

qq + qi

or

Proton P = qqq + I

Grouping (q and * ) (Pati at al, 1972) together, implies treating lepton number

as the fourth colour, I.e. SIL(3) extends to GU.it).

-1S-



The emergence of the grand unifying groups

1) Three couplings

2} Two couplings (L*-»R);

lepton number treated

as the fourth colour

3) One coupling

FAMILY *' GROUPS

It) POSSIBLE TRIBAL

GROUPS (including all

families)

Tribal fermions

I n t h e beg inn ing was + UL R ( l ) x SUC(3)

SUL(2) x s u a ( 2 ) x s u (U)

SU(5) S(10)

with F*-» C

SU(ll) (or [SU(5)J )

\
(561)

6

E8

(2W)

[SUp(£n) SU (2n)]L

i
(Un2) (n - 3 for

Three Families

The representations (£ + 10*) and (16). respectively, of the family groups

SU(5) and 30(10) each describe Cine Family, while the basic representations of

Eg and [SUCOl describe Two Families (( ) and ( n , . . . ) ) ,

6) An unresolved mystery Is the replication of families, i f this indeed

ia what Is happening. Is there a larger "TRIBAL" group (as distinct from the

smaller FAMILY groups) whose basic representation contains, a l l the families? (ffote
the farmion-inflation for Tribal irrtjupa. )

6.2 Testa of grand unification
The most characteristic prediction from the existence of the

ELECTROtTUCLEAB force Is proton decay, f irst discussed In the context of grand

unification at the Aix-en-Province Conference of 1973 - and i f memory serves

right - in the same session In vhich the f irst experimental discovery of the

electrowealt neutral currents was announced< It is Indeed deeply gratifying

that both In Europe and in the United States there nov is Intense interest

in improving the hal f - l i fe l imits for the proton. For unifying groups vita

multlpleta containing quarks and lepton* only the lepto-quarlt masses are, as

a rule, rather moderate •10 ~~ 10 QeV. For aueh models tt.« characteristic

-13-

proton decays (proceeding through exchanges of three lepto-quarlts) conserve

quark number + lepton number, i.e. P • qqq + ill, (P + 3v + » -« 80*;

+ 3v + / + *" + / ~5-8J; N + 2v + e" + IT* ~ 80*; tp - 10
S9-103lt years).

On the contrary, for the "simple" unifying groups like SU(5), SO(10) and Eg

(vith nultlplets containing anti-quarks and anti-leptons as well {q,i,q,D)

and decays proceeding through an exchange of one lepto-quark, the decay of the

proton is to an anti-lepton, with P •+ 1 or 3i forbidden . (P + e+ + i ,

o , a , n — 75*i v* + K — lOi; v + n+, p + ~ 15S; » -* e+ + t", p " ~ 75*.)

An intriguing possibility in this context 13 that investigated recently

by Pati et al. for the maximal unifying group SU(l6) - i.e. the largest group

to contain a 16-fold fermionic multiplet (q,*,q,I). This can penult (irrespective of

quark charges) the decay modes: P •+ 3* as veil as P > t , P - » £ ( e . p .

P ->• e" + T+ + it+) and P •+ 3* (e.g. P ^ 3 v + n , H > 2 v t e + + it"), thrr rolativu

magnitudes being model-dependent on how precisely nu(lfi) breaks down to .n;lj(3) *

SU(2) x U(l), Quite clearly, it is the central fact of the existence of the

proton's decay (rather than precise details of its decay modes) for which the
18)

present experiments must be designed.

Finally, grand unifying theories predict mass relations like:

for 6 (or at most 8) flavours (f) below the unification mass. The important

remark for proton decay, for mass relations of th« above type (or for baryon

excess) , i t that these are essentially characteristic of tde fact of grand

unification - rather than of specific models.

It i s also worth remarking that even for the simplest of grand unifying l

(Georgia & Glasbow's ntlfS) with Just two HU'.nr> (a 'j nnd a. £J0 ) th'' numij'-r nf ml >ir

parameters n»»ded(iBogt t attributable to the Higgs sector) i s s t i l l unwholesomely

large - 22, to compare with 26 of the six-quark Kobayashl-Masliava node! based

on the humble SU<2) x u(l) * SU,{3). We cannot feel proud.

6.3 unifying maafl. aln 8 and the grand plateau

Aa discussed by Illopouloa, the decoupling theorem of Applequist and

Carazonae, as applied by Oeorgi, Quinn and Welnber^ to grand unification,

relates the observed lov-energy couplings a(w) and a (v) (y a 100 GeV)

to the grand unifying mass H and the observed value of Bin 9. 'Hie

demonstration that this leads Inevitably to a grand plateau, itretchlng up

to nearly Flancklan energies, depends, very sensitively (qualitatively and

quantitatively) on a number of assumptions which are strong extrapolatfoti:i

from present trends. In view of the Importance of the subject, T wj^h to

examine these assumptions critically, even though this makes this part of

the talk heavy.



Hy conclusions (stated more fully later) are first: that

even extrapolating from present theoretical ideas, the unifying mass M (andp

thus the stretch in energy scale for which new physics may not manifest itself)

depends critically on the assumptions made by particular unifying models and

may vary between K^-IO5 to 1013-1015 GeV. Second, that even for those

models which call for M ~10 1 3-10 1 5 GeV there is an inevitable breaking up

of the plateau by newer"heights"of physics at intermediate energy scales.

This last result follows from the (rather high) value of sin « ̂ 0.23 suggested

by the present data at this Conference.

6.k The measure of the plateau problem (Occam's razor);

l) Given a grand unifying group G, there can, in general, exist a

succession of stages of Ita descent, down to the low-energy gauge symmetry

SU(2) * U(l) x SbY(3), with a hierarchy of mass stages ML > M, > ... > u
£1)

and corresponding stages of symmetry breaking.

Clearly, at each stage, new physics enters, with the corresponding

new gauge particles, nev sets of interactions, new Higgs, nev selection rules,
22)

nev flegges, nev monopoles and new dyons.

To speak of a plateau, ve must prove from Internal consistency (or as

is the more common practice, simply assume) that such hierarchies, either do

not exist or - if they are forced upon us by experimental dats -

that they are few and far between.

2) However - for this descent, from a down to SU(2) * U(l) x SUJ3) •
21)even if other complicated intermediate stages ar* eschewed, two types of

The low-stages may not i e rejected out of hand, i ) The Family stage-

energy SUr(2) may have descended Us the diagonal sum) of SUI(2) * SU X{2)
TTT 21)

» SU (2) « . . . , where I , I I , I I I , . . . r e f er t o the various fami l i e s

( e , . . . ) , ( u , . . . ) and ( T , . . . ) . l i ) The Chlral s tage: The low-energy S U ^ )

may, l i k e w i s e , have descended (as the diagonal sum) from the c h i r a l colour
2k)

symmetry SIL.(3) * EU.O(3) as well as from the diverse families ' . The

physics of th i s s i tuat ion i s profoundly different from the physics of a

straightforward descent to SU(2) « U(l) * SUC(3) but only far energies well

above the (possibly high) masses of the f i e lds orthogonal to VT , Z and

G's. Once again, the neglecting, of such c o a s l b i l l t i g s Implies assuming from

the start that the corresponding peaks of new_physlcs simply do not e x i s t :

{OCCAM'S RAZOR).

3) Finally an absolutely crucial role in
o 2 2 .2

determining M and sin 9 i s played by the parameter sin B • sin 9(H ) •
I , •• SU(3) / ) H I and the conventional assumption that for fermions/ }

(including any superheavy ones with masses near H) '' >in"B{)

The details of the demonstration of the statements below are

given in the Appendix. Here I summarize the results.

6.5 Summary

A) The gauge plateau is the consequence of two assumptions:

1) That there is a. gauge plateau.' - more soberly, of the assumption

that no new gauge forces except those represented by Sll(2) x u(i) * SU (3)

exist, until we reach the grand unifying mass.

2) Tor certain grand unifying family groups (like Su(5) and £0(10))

the unifying mass H does edge towards the Planck mass 39'(M W10 1 3 GeV, for

sin 9 = 0.23). This happens because together with assumption (1), we have also

assumed that all fundamental fermions - past, present and future - (Including any

superheavy ones, to be discovered with masses pJlO13 GeV) belong to that

representation of the eventual t r iba l group for which sin29 = sin2fl{M2)
equals

26)
(and one of the goals of particleThis assumption may be correct

27)
physics is to find this out " ) , but one should appreciate Its full import
ID determining M .

B) There are other t r i b a l grand unifying groups for which sin 8 •

s in e(M^) i s different from * ( e . g . for the 6-flavoured [SU(6)] v l th
2 9

Bin B
o " g j )• r ° r these the unifying mass M can be much smaller. For

tSU(6)] i t i s «1CT GeV. If there are eight flavours i , e . [sufa)]1*, M

i s even smaller ~1O GeV. The plateau has shrunk vast ly .
c) A family group l i k e SU(5) may be currently disfavoured on the basis

that I t cannot eas i ly accommodate the experimental sin 6 u 0.23 unless a

i s unseasonably small <x 0.0T, see Appendix). Even i f SU(5l could accommodate
n e wO.SS^t gives a proton lifetime estimate (Tp « 10 J years), which may be2

sin
too small, unless there are 15 Higgs doublets. The "simple" 30(10) may overcome these

disabilities; however, at the price of introducing intermediate symmetry-breaking

stages. But then, by definition, new physics does appear for energies considerably

lower than the grand unifying mass. The plateau Is not a plateau, .after all_.

To conclude, I do not think any experimental physicist, who 1B

still with me, need seriously worry about an unbroken plateau where there

are no new physics heights to be sealed. I have tried to B-IOW that this

holds even within the theoretical framework represented by a direct

extrapolation of the present ideas to the highest energies. In Borne of tlie

remaining parts of the talk I shall be questioning two of the notions which

have gout into this direct extrapolation - first, do quarks and leptons
171

represent the correct, elenwntary fields, which should appear In the matte.-

Lagranglan, and which sre structureless for renormalilability; second, could

some of the gauge fields themselves be composite?

-16-



f . ' The quest r<?.- eler.&iitari ty, prunuarks Cpreons anil pre-preoci)

While the rather large number (15) of elementary fields 'for e.«u:,:Ie,

for the family ,:roup ~U(5)1 already makes one feel acmewhat iiueasy, the

number 5^1, for the thret— facily tribal group ;:U(11) [of which presumably

3 * 15 = 1*5 objects are of low and the rest of Planckiun roass) is distinctly

birocue. Is there any basic reasjn for one's instinctive revulsion when

faced with these vast nusbers?

The numbers by themselves would perhaps not matter so ciuch. After a l l ,

Einstein in his description of gravity, chose to work with 10 fields (g (x))

rather than with Just one (scalar field) as Reissner and Nordstroia had done

before him. Einstein was not perturbed by the multiplicity he ehone to

introduce, since he relied on the sheet-anchor of a fundamental principle -

(the equivalence principle) - which peraitted him to relate the 10 fields for

gravity g with the 10 components of the physically relevant quantity, the

tensor T of energy and momentum. Hinsteln kr.ew that nature
ygiE not ecor.oir.ical cf structures; only of principles of fundamental
applicability. The question ve must ask ourselves is this : Have we yet
discovered such principles in our quest for elementarity, to Justify having
fields with aueh large numbers of exponents as elementary.

Recall thfct quarks carry at least three charges (colour, flavour
and a family number). Should one not, by now, entertain the notions of quarks
(and possibly of leptons) as being composites of some more basic entities
(PRE-QUARKS or PBEONS}, which each carry but one baaic charge. These Ideas
have been expressed before but they have become more compulsive now, with the
growing multiplicity of quarks and leptons. Recall that i t was similar ideas
vhloh led from the eight-fold of baryons to a t r iplet of (Sakatons and) quarks

in the firat place.
amonfr others,

The preon notion is not new, ID 19T5»/i'ati et &1. introduced k chromonst tht-
fourth colour corresponding to the lepton number) and k flavons, the basic

group being Sll(8) - of which the family group SU Ĉ*) * 5UCC«) was but a

subgroup-(With the preon stage, the gauge group does not change; the

fermionic multiplet changes,) As an extension of these ideas, we now believe these

preons carry magnetic charges and are bound together by very strong short-

range forces, with quarks and leptons as their magnetically neutral composites.

In another form the preon idea has been revived this year by Curtright and

Freund, who motivated by ideas of extended supergrairity(to be discussed in the next

section), relntroduce an SU(8) of 3 ehrcmons (E,1,B), 2 flavons and 3 familons

(horrible name). The family group SU(5) could be a subgroup of this 3U(8),

(Recall that of the two representations used by SU(5) to describe quarks and

leptons , the 10" could in U)y case be considered at a three-fold anti-symmetric

composite of the fundamentr.l 5 - though unfortunately tho «u:irli-li"i>t^ii

do not ^uite match. In a sense then, the preon iuea i:; implicit in L'lK

In the Curtright->Freund scheme, the 3 * 15 • ^rj ft rations of ;'U(!>) aw

found aaong the S * 5B + 56 of SU(B) {or ul tcrr ia t ivf ly the ? * L(> = W

30(10) among the vec to r i a l 56 fernions of Sl

A s e c o n d c o n t r i b u t i o n o n p r e o n a i s d u e t o i v i r i i u .•in^( i n . i . ' ; i-;'..ii?n: l y l .

ir. h i s . r j i ' E t f o r t i lo- i . fn t a r y ^ n t i t l e a , H : i r a r i l:e.n fo . i lowt ' i l t h e u p p r t ai-h . 1 ' s t . n r

with two ob jec t s , Tohu's (charge —) and Vohu'3 (chars* zero), making up

the set of what he c a l l s Rishons("basic e n t i t i e s " in Hebrew ){the "chiefs"

in Arabic) . The eight It-component fermions in a typicul SO(lo) (or SV{2) »
28)

SU{2) x SU(l4)) multiplet ( e . g . u , d, i , e) are composed mi I'ollowu:

V V T - cL

T T T •• e

T V T +

The other Two Families are assumed to be orbital excitations cf these (with
-2U

radii of compositeB ( 10 ens., deduced from upper limits on v + e + i,

s -• d + y ).

I would personally like to interpret Harari's ideas ts referring not
to the three families but to pre-preons. In the above table, read flavons
in place of e and v; chronons (R,¥,B) instead cf u^, u^, u^ and familons
for d_, dy, dg. The objection that one is trading space-time ideas for
Internal quantum numbers (with colour a "composite1 quantum number - a new
notion! and gluona as "composite" gauge fields - suggested aluo by Diirr
and Sailer) can possibly he met in the manner of the converse generation of
spin from isospin for dyonic composites discussed several years ago by

Ooldhaber, Hasenfratz, ' t Kooft, Jacklw and Rebbi. Splendid craziness
29)

Before I conclude thl3 Eection, I would like to make a prediction

regarding the course of physics in the next decade, extrapolating from our

past experience of the decades gone by:

-18-
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DECADE

Discovery In

early part of

the decade

Expectation for

the rest of the

decade

Actual

discovery

1950-1960

The strange

particles

19CO-19TQ

The 9-fold

way, f!

SU(3)

resonances

Hit the next

level of

elementarity

with quarks

:.970-1960

Tonfirmation

::" neutral

rjr rents

i960 •*

W, Z, G,

: r.;t ..';:: dtjcay

Grand Unification,

Tribal Groups

Hay hit the preon

level , composite

structure of quarks,

and composite

gauge fields

30)
VII. POST-PLANCK PHYSICS, SUFERGRAVITi ADD EINSTEIN'S DREAMS

I now turn to the problem of a deeper comprehension of the charge

concept (the basis of gauging) - which, in my humble.jyi.ev, la the

real quest of par t ic le physica • Einstein, in the last thir ty-f ive years

of his l i fe lived with two dreams; one was to unite gre.vi.ty with matter (the

photon) - he wiahed to see the "base wood" (as he put i t ) which makes up the stress

tensor T on the right-hand side of hi3 equation R^ - ^ £uv
 R = " T

u u

transmuted through this union, into the "marble" of gravity on the left-hand

side. The second (and the complementary) dream was to use this unification

to comprehend the nature of e lectr ic charge in terms of space-time geometry

in the same manrer as he htd successfully comprehended the nature of

gravitational charge in terras of apace-time curvature,

some 31)

In case/one Imagines ' t ha t such deeper comprehension 1B i r re levant

to quant i ta t ive physics , l e t ne adduce the t e s t s of E ins te in ' s theory versus

the proposed modifications to i t (Brans-Dieke for example). Recently (197'») ,

the atrona equivalence pr inc ip le ( i . e . the proposit ion tha t g rav i t a t iona l

foreeB contr ibute equally to the i n e r t i a l and the grav i ta t iona l masses) was
12tes t ed t o one part in 10 ( i . e . to the same accuracy as achieved In p a r t i c l e

-19-

^ for (g-2) ) through lunar-laser ranging measurement!-. These measure-

ment s determined depurtures J'roa Kepler equilibrium distances, of the tauon,

the earth and the sun to better than • 30 cms. and triumphantly vindicated

Einstein.

There have been four major development:! in rotilitiiv Kinstoiii'y ,ir>jiuns:

1) The Kuluztt-Klein miracle; An Einstein I.ngranKiun (scalar

curvature} in fiv?-dimensional spiice-time (where the fifth dimension is

compactified in the sense of al l fields beirsR explicitly independent of the fifth.

co-ordinate) precisely reproduces the Ein^tein-M'ixvell tht-'ory in four

dimensions, the g . ( V= 0,1,2,3) components of the metric in five dimensions

being identified with the Msjcvell field A . From this point of view.

Maxwell's field is associated with the extra components of curvature implied
32)by the (conceptual) existence of the fifth dimension

2) The second development Is the recent realization by Cremoer, Seherk,

Englert, Brout, Minkowski and others that the compaetification of the extra

dimensions - (their curling up to sizes perhaps smaller than Planck length

^10 cms. and the very high curvature associated with them) - might arise

through a spontaneous symmetry breaking (in the f irst 10 seconds) which

reduced the higher dimensional space-time effectively to the four-dimensional

that we apprehend directly.

3) So far we have considered Einstein's second dream, i .e . the

unification of electromagnetism (and presumably of other gauge forces) with

gravity, giving a space-time significance to gauge charges as corresponding

to extended curvature in extra bosonic dimensions, A full realization of the

firet dream (unification of spinor matter with gravity and with other gauge

fields) had to await the development of supergravity - and an extension to

extra fermlonlc dimensions of superspace (with extended torsion being brought

into play in addition to curvature). I discuss this development later.

k) And finally there was the alternntive suggestion by Wheeler

that electric charge may be associated with space-time topology - vlth worm-

holes, with space-time Gruyere-cheeslness. This Idea has recently been

developed by Hawking 3*0and his collaborators.

-20-
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Extended supergravity. SU[6) preona and composite gauge f ie lds

Thus far the developments in respect of Einstein's dreams as reported

at the Tokyo Conference of 1978. A remarkable new development was reported

at this conference by Julia (Julia and Cremaer) which started with an attempt

to use the ideas of Kaluza and Klein to formulate extended supergravity theory

in a higher (compaotified) space-time - more precisely in eleven

dimensions. This development links up, as we shal l see , v i th preons and

composite Fermi fields - and even more important'.- possibly with the notion
of composite gauge f i e lds .

Recall that simple supergravity is the gauge theoiy of supersymnetry -

the gauge particles.being the (he l i c i ty ±2) gravitons and (he l ie i ty ± |> )

gravitinos. Extended aupergravity gauges supersymmetry combined with SO(n)

internal symmetry. For M = 8, the ( tr ibal) supergravity roultiplet consists

of the following S0(8) families.

Helicity ± 2

+ 1

• i
"" 2

0

1

1
28
**•

56

TO

As la well known,S0(8) la too small to contain SU(2) x u( l ) x SU(j(3). Thus

this tribe has no place for \r (though Z and Y are contained) and no

place for v or t or the t quark.

This was the situation at Tokyo. This yetr , Cretnmer and Julia attempted

to vr i te down the (C • 8 supergravity Lagrangjan exp l i c i t l y , using an

extension of the Kaluza-Kleln aneatz which state* that extended aupergravlty

(with 30(8) Internal symmetry} has the same Lagranglan in h space-time

dlaer-aiona aa simple aupergravlty In (compactlfled) 11 dimensions. This

formal - and rather formidable ansatz - when carried through yielded a most

agreeable bonus. The aupergravity Lagranclan posseaaea an unsuspected SU(8)

"local" Internal avTjmetry "' although one started with an Internal S0(8) only.

The tantal izing Questions which now arise are the following.

1) Could this internal SU(8) lie the symmetry group of the 8 preons
(3 ehromons, 2 flavons, 3 familons) introduced earlier?

2) When SU(S) la gauged, there should be 63 spin-one f ie lds . The

supergravity tribe contains only 28 spin-one fundamental objects which are not

minimally coupled. Are the 63 f ields of SU(8) to be identif ied with composite

gauge f ie lds made up of the TO spin-aero objects of the form V 3 V; Do

these composites propagate, in analogy with the well-known recent result In

CPn theories , where a composite gauge f i e ld of this form propagates as a

consequence of quantum effects (quantum completion)?

The entire development I have described - the unsuspected extension

of S0(8) to SU(8) when extra compaetified apace-time dimensions are used -

and the possible existence and quantum propagation of composite gauge f ields -

1B of such crucial importance for the future prospects of gauge theories that

one begins to wonder how much of the l inear extrapolation which went Into

extrapolating SU(2) x U(l) * SUJ3) to the grand unifying gauges i s l ike ly to

remain unaffected by these new Ideas now unfolding.

But vhare in a l l th is i s the poss ibi l i ty to appeal directly to

experiment? For grand unified theories , i t was the proton deoay. What i s

the analogue for eupergravity? Perhaps the spin i massive gravitino, picking

i t s mass from a auper-Higg» effect provides the answer. Pay?t has ahovri that

for a spontaneously broken globally supersymmetric veak theory the Introduction

of a local gravitational interaction leads to a super-Higga ef fect . The

grarltioo acquires a mass and an effective interaction, but of conventional

veak rather than Just the gravitational strength - an enhancement by a factor

of 10 • One may thus search for the gravitino among the neutral decay

modes of J/9 . Notwithstanding the enhancement! this wi l l surely tax

a l l the ingenuity of Sam Ting, Burt Hichter and their colleagues,

I would l ike to conclude, as at Tokyo, with a quotation from

J.B. Oppenhelmer which more than anything elBe expresses la my view the faith

for the future with which this greatest of decades In particle physics ends:

'Physics v i l l change even nor* ' If It i s radical arid unfamiliar

W» think that the future wi l l be only more radical and not l e s s , only more
•trange and not more familiar, and that It wi l l have i t s own new Insights for
the Inquiring human sp ir i t ,"

J,R. Oppenheiraar

Reith Lecture* BBC 1953.
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APPENDIX ON GRAND UNIFICATION

Here are stated the results used in the text which relate grand
2

unifying aass, sin 9, and the intermediate symmetry-breaking stages.
Ml

In the sequel, I shall assume that G + [SU(2)P x U(l)

"2 U

* [SUC(3)]
P - SU(2) * u(l) » SUc(3) + U(l) « SUC(3), where p and q

are the possible stages referred to in 2) of Subset:. 6.U correlated for example with

family or chiral symmetries. For simplicity, and without much loss of generality,

I shall assume that Y « M ^, M » u, so that all fields not contained in

SU(2) x U(l) " SU^(3) are very heavy and the parameters p and q make their
C

explicit appearance only through how the physical a and a normalize in

2 tu\
terms of the grand unifying coupling " ^ •'• •

Theorem

Assume that G -*1 [SU(a)]11 x u ( l ) * [SUj3)J P ? SU(2) * U(l)

* SUC<3) + U(l) * SUC(3) (and assume for s implici ty tha t VL ~ M — M).

One finds from Eqs.(B) and (c) of footnote 37

This value of M is

M (3ip2fl0 -

cos 9-

Using (A) of footnote 37 and (l) above one gets;

(3q - 2p) 3 2- (2q)

'1}

(2)
(3<l - Ep

from this one deduces that

3q-2p
[p Bln2a - q S- I

ZTI TT ' w i t h
»2/ f j

ur snoots l imi t

1) Note the c ruc ia l reBult: If »ln 6 is given, en - depends only

' f i n d n o t exp l i c i t ly on On the contrary, the expression for

8sin 8 does depend explicitly on the ratios *• , — as well as on sin

o b t a i n

38l
2) i o r EU(5) and D - J ( I O ) , p - 1 - q , E i " 2 e

0 • g and we

oin^e " ̂  + I I" and M - 1-3 * 10 1 3 lev.

obtained from Eq.(l) If sin 9 = 0.23 .̂nd
•? r, 15

sin 8. » * . It differs from the conventionally stated value of -.; 10 GeV,
2 1 5 awhich i s usually derived by subs t i tu t ing sin 9 = -r * *• — into the expression

for in - . The following remarks are in order:

i ) Note the extreme s e n s i t i v i t y of M on the presumed value of

sin 9 (the conclusions below depend on sin 0 a 0 .23) .
2

i i ) The empirically indicated value of sin 9 is compatible with the

SU(|j} formula ( jr + •2-—) for an a which appearu to be small

(a s as 0 .07) . *

i i i ) With M as small as 1.3 * 10 1 3 GeV (small compared
19

with 10 ' GeV of Planck energ ies ) , one finds that the

proton h a l f - l i f e Tp as estimated by Marciano3q> is -: 6 » 10
years - perhaps already excluded experimentally. (Fifteen Isodoublet
Higgs ^9 ' are needed to remedy t h i s . )

3) For the semi-simple t r i b a l group [SUF<6) " SUC(6)JL * [8Up(6) * SUC(6)]B

(with p =» 2 , q • 3) describing s ix quark flavours and colours, sin^O. = -^ . Thusp
M ' -10 GeV and s ln 2 e • l i + T | — (

GH JO CLs
0.23 for a =s 0.18).

S

Hote the enormous difference between the predicted values for the

grand unifying masses (10 GeV versus 10 GeV) for the two cases of thc-

"simple" versus the "semi-simple" groups considered. The s ize of the plateau

I has considerably shrunk for the l a t t e r case. I t could shrink s t i l l aoru, with

more flavours ' a n d colours . (For [SU(B)] ' , ft ~ 10 GeV.)

It) For the family groups G0(5) and S0(10), we have noted that a

s t r a igh t descent t o 3U(2) * U(l) * SU (3) (p - q » 1) glve3 a small "

(for comfort with th« proton 's l i f e ) and too small a ( .-, 0.07) if s in 6 ~ 0 . ^ j .
&

Now SU(5) cannot admit any Intermediate stages but SO(lO) ia larger and can,
as noted by Georgi and Nanopoulos and Shafl and Wetterich fCKRN 'I'h.P̂ fT (1979)).

Could such stages help in resolving the problem of the "large" . in'8

and th« "small" MT (Clearly the existence of such stages would mean that the

plateau 1B broken up with peaks of new physics.) To concretize - and .-.Imply

at an illustration - consider Just one stage, i.«. take the simple case of

M Ml
0 •* SU{2) » U(l) » SU(n) •* GU(2) x u(l) x 21^.(3). formulae (l) and (2)

for in — and ain 8 still bold; however p must be replaced by

Where

for 30(10), with n = it (four colours) and GU
2 1

indeed 3ecure Lin 8 = 0.23, for o '• f , pr

U (1) » :IU i'i), oni: n,»

l y, - 1 0 f;<.-7.



In the preparat ion of t h i s report I had ass is tance from: u. Arajd! ,

G, A l t a r e l l i , D. Amati, J . Augustin, E.L. Berger, J.D. BJorten, S.J . fcroJsky,

J . Chadvick, M. Conversi, N.S. Cra ig ie , V. E l l a s , J . E l l i s , P. Fayet,

S. Ferrara , G. Flugge, H. F r i t s s ch , S. Fubini , E. Cabathuler, M,K. Gai l la rd ,

H. Gatto, I.G. Hal l iday, J . I l i opou los , M. Jacob, H.F. Jones , K. Koller ,

C.H. Llewellyn Sa i th , L. Maiani, B. Nagel, D.V. .lanopoulos, J. Nilsson,

J .C . P a t i , D. Perkins , J . P ren tk i , C. Preparata , S. Rajpoot, C. Kubbia, A. de Rujula,

L.M. Sehgal. W.G. Sco t t , P . Soding, B. Stech, J . S t e i n b e r g " , P.M. Stever.son.J.Schvarz,

D. Storey, B. T a l l i n ! , J .G. Taylor, D. T r e i l l e , B. Turlay, S. Weinberg,

B. Wiik, K. Winter , G. Wolf and A. Zichiehi .

FOOTJJOTES

L

"V - sine

nu - 77 - 81) GeV

L
r^ •, 89 - 95 GeV j

0.25 *• sin"6 i 0.21

The 26 dimension], ess parameters of the standard model are: 3 gauge
couplings, 6 quark + 6 leptonic masses (assuming m^ j 0) , U + k
nixing angles, %, BV, and two "instanton" angles corresponding to
oon-Abelian SU(2) and SU (3).

c

1)

2)

3)

"The End of Molecular Biology", by A. Sibatani, Trends in Biochemical
Sciences, International Union of Biochemistry (Elsevier, North-Holland,
1979), Vol.lt, ffo.7.

The situation for atonic physics vas summarized by L.M. Barkov vho

Kn ">
gave — B ' - 1.07 ± 0.14 as the ratio of th« Novosibirsk

theor.
bisauth measurements of atomic parity violation compared with the

predictions of SU(2) x uCl). Into this comparison is folded the atomic

theory calculations of Khriplovieh et al. for the complicated bismuth

atom. Sine* the Oxford group contest (among other things) this atomic

theory, vhich has gone into Barkov's comparison, the issue of atomic

parity violation is a problem for atomic physicists, rather than a

problem for particle physics.

While on the subject of radiative corrections, it is vorth mentioning

that Marcianotand independently Goldjaann and Ross)have examined the

renorm&Hzation group corrections to the fine structure constant and

find

- 57 * 126,5

Here o(0) is the Josephson value, while a(iO is the quantity

relevant for present low energy neutrino experiments. This 6%

correction in a" reflects iteelf in the revised mass formulae for

By and nig which, according to Marciano (C0Q-2232-B-1979) register

a surprising 3$ Increase; surely of some concern tc the running of

-25-

A different, somewhat nore economical suggestion to motivate iso-doublet
Higgs is the use of dimensional reduction. (I shall have occasion to
mention this idea later in the context of extended supergravity.) Start

with a gauge theory in 6 dimensions {x V u - 0.1.S.3). Reduce

6 dimensions to h in the Bense of assuming that a l l fields are
independent of the extra co-ordinates x? and xg. On reducing to
1* dimensions, the 6-component veetorial field (AA , A , . , Ag)

dimensions comprises a conventional Bpin-oce gauge field A
and Ag.

LEP at the peak.

in 6
plus

a doublet of spin-zero Higgs fields ^ g

Por one eoncretization of these ideas {due to Y. Ne'eman,

D. Fairl ie , J.G. Taylor and others) embed EU(2) x U(l) into a graded internal

symmetry SU(2|l) AH!J work in 6 dimensions. The combination of higher
dimensions and the higher internal synunetry '1) makes an iso-doublet
Higgs compulsive, (2) specifies the Higgs-Higgs coupling uniquely aa part of

Q 1

the basic gauge coupling, (3) predicts sin 8 " j and (It) predicts

iij, • 20)^. This is flnej unfortunately, the theory as developed so

far is not satisfactory, since to avoid ghosts characteristic of an

internal graded EU(2Jl), this symmetry must be broken explicitly. The

hope however Is that a more agreeable version may emerge where the

desirable features like a compulsive "gauge" iso-doublet Hlgga and

sin 6 • jj1 may remain, without the undeslrability of the explicit

symmetry breaking.
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7)

9)

This statement refers to the sign of the one-loop computation of the

analogue of QCD's 6 function in gravity theory. Since gravity, Ion

present Ideas) i s non-renormaliiable, higher loops are (as yet)

Intractable, though they may not long remain so. If gravity i s Indeed

asymptotically free, there may be no i n i t i a l big bang singularity due

to the progressive weakening of the effect ive Newtonian constant with

diminishing radius of the universe.

While on the subject of perturbative QCD, I would l ike to quote a

remark made toy Res Jost at the Sienna Conference of 1963: "To my

mind, the nost striking feature of theoretical physics in the last

th ir ty - s ix years i s the fact that not a single nev theoretical idea

of a fundamental nature has been successful. The notions of

r e l a t l v i s t i e quantum theory, so clearly lr. need of improvement, have

been in every instance stronger than the revolutionary Ideaa of - as

the saying goes - a great "number of highly talented theoretical

physicists". We l i v e In a dilapidated house and we aeem to be unable

to move out. The difference between this house and a prison i s

hardly noticeable". To Jost 's words "re lat iv is t ic quantum theory"

in this quotation I would l ike to add "perturbative", for surely i t i s

Ironic, that in fifty-two years since Dirac's invention of QED, we

have no quantum solution for QED (or for CJCD) except the perturbative.

Note the independence of the r 's and u 's from mass (m -* 0)

singularit ies (In -r1). These are junked Into the primordial

The parton model factorization(empirical^parton factors r , d

survives up to the leading order ({P * D) •+ {r x d }} but breaks

down in the next to the leading order ( i . e . for terms of order 0(g )

in the { } brackets). As a rule this non-leading order i s large

for Drell-Yan processes and may necessitate a different type of

resummation of perturbative QCD. Evidence relating to the "non-

factorization" in non-leading loga was presented at the conference.

This v i l l Burely bs a major area of progress In the coming year.

A dramatic example of the independence of the domains of perturbative

QCD and phenomena attributable to confinement has recently been

provided by Davis and Elias and Rajpoot. Davis has defined a safe

Jet variable (to a l l orders of perturbation theory) which has the

remarkable property of measuring charge (including fractional ehwge)

In final states within a phase space "horn". The experimental

failure to detect fractional chargee must then imply at the very

leas t that "perturbation theory apparently gives no signal of i t s

own failure".

-21-

If confinement Is indeed a non-perturhative dynamical phase (and has

no status as an absolute selection rule), the question arises: is

i t under a l l circumstances absolutely exact? Using appropriate Hlgga,

could Siu(3) be broken spontaneously, with massive gluons, and >iith

confinement only part ia l , in the sense of an Archimedes e f f e c t , i . e . (JCD with

Higgs may solve in such a way that quarks and gluons may exhibit

an effect ive mass variation; light and

partial ly confined within an Interaction zone; heavy, uaconfined

and liberated outside i t . Practically nothing would need changing

in the conventional parton model ideas and in their QCD perturbative

renonpalliation, except for an additional type of "fragmentation"

function, describing mass barrier penetration and the probability of

finding massive physical quarks and gluons in the final s ta te s .

(Ev*n without the heavy non-perturbative theory needed for confinement,

one may understand the growth of the running gluon and quark masses as

momenta diminish, as a consequence of the renoraalissation group. The ' •

Archimedes effect suggests.that this growth is non-perturbatively

sharper than logarithmic though not inf in i te as for fu l l confinement.)

An i l lus tra t ive mass formula for quarks and gluons exhibiting

the Archimedes effect has been suggested by de Rujula, Giles and Jaffe

on the basis of a string model of gluonic interactions (mass outside -

mass Inside) o£ {gluon mass inside)" times an essent ial ly group-theoretic

factor. For sero Inside gluon mass (exact SUC(3)) the quark and gluon

masses outside are Infinite and exact confinement ensues. For inside

gluon masses of the order of 20-30 MeV, the outBide quark masses could be

in excess of several Gev. BJorken described to the conference a quark

model of thie variety within a spontaneously broken QCD, to explain the

high density hadronlc droplets accreting around a liberated fractionally

charged quark. (Such droplets are needed in his

explanation of the peculiar Centauro events discovered In cosmic rays.)

Such ideas of eventual quark and gluon liberation and the

Archimedes affect are unconventional but in view of the lack of any basic

understanding of the confinement mechanism, I would l ike to rephrase

for the remembrance of our experimental colleagues what Iliopoulos
remarked in another context! "A test of quaxk-gluon liberation is too
Important to be left to vagaries of theoretical dogmas".

-28-



Earlier than this, Fati et al. bad used the Archimedes ef fec

and partial confinement to propose another unconventional version of

spontaneously broken <JCD. This is the gauge theory of (Hsn-Hambu)

Integer-charge quarks and gluons (Q - QflaYOur
 + Colour5' H e r e t h e

excitation of Q , in lepton-hadron collisions is automatically
colour

suppressed by a factor of the type

lepton colour

dx

(compared with the usual factor - ^ - J
l e p t o n J flavour f o r flavour"charge

2 2 f«(w)

interaction with a mass relation of ttie type mQut *C|) exf
(Using dispersion relations for e+e~ * u v~ , Okun, Voloshi* and Zakharov,
have attempted to shov that in a spontaneously-broken SOQ(3) with integer
charges, the gluoo mass must be ( 1 GeV. Unfortunately this demonstration
takes no account of the ideas of partial confinement and the Archimedes effect
associated with the contribution of the Intermediate gluenic state in this
model, and thus has no bearing on what the (non-perturbative) physical mass

of the gluon is- _
11) In th* context of the parton model, one of the important results presented

at the conference concerns the efficacy of anti-quarks relative to quarks -
(pions versus protons ) producing T; (o^ •*• T)/(op •+ T) » 30 (Cera HA3;
200 GeV *+J (<J-B)T • 2.10"^ en8). This augurs very well for the
prospects for Z° and W* production *t the PF collider as emphasised
by Rubbia .

12) The proton charge thus equals the positron's, without further hypotheses.

13) The necessity of requiring asymptotic freedom for the ELECTBOHUCLEAR force
19

on its own, for energies beyond Planckian (mp« 1.2 * 10 OeV) hu been
questioned by Cablbbo, Malanl, Pirisi and PetroMto. They argue that
by then gravity would profoundly affect th« entire discussion. On this
basis, they suggest (working essentially to a one-loop approximation) that
the numbers of families below Planck mass must not exceed eight. They

also give bounds on the expected Eiggi and fermlon masses. 0a the
contrary, Oetvme and Zlmernan (EFl/79/28) have deduced (froa the
positivlty of the transverse gluon propagator) a lower bound on the
number of quark flavours.

lU) Ideally one would wish all these mass stages to emerge as radlatively
generated multiple! of the Planck mass - possibly with magnitudes

~-aa , o m , am . . . . . o» alternatively of nagnitudea l ike m_ exp —
P P P • °

(e *s are constants). The problem of a "natural" generation of such mass
n

hierarchies is another aspect of the unsolved problem of Kiggs,
-29-

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

20)

Likewise (from the renormaliattion group equations for the fermlon
mass ratios) one may hope to deduce the ratios of the physical
to the lepton masses, the ratios at the grand-unifying M
specified by the Higgs couplings assumed.

The topless version of Eg predicts b-quark decays to charmless quarks
(B. Stech, private communication). The observed b-decays involving

• charm may thua imperil Eg . (The suggestion of 3U(ll) aa the tribal
extension of Oeorgi and Glaahow's simple SU(5) i s due to Georgij
the suggestion of Eg extending Oursey at al.•a E, i s dua to
AclUman and StjojLtJ

These decay modes have been brought into prominence during the last
year through an improvement in the renormaliiation group estimates
(for example, of a" (m ) - 6% diminution 3 ' from a"1(o) and a
corresponding diminution In the estimates for T which are now
typically
5 * 10lU

0.20),

— 1029-

and

10 -10 years i f unification masses range between
3 * 1015 GeV and sin2e ranges 3 ' between 0.210 and

"Proton decay is too important to be left to theoreticians alone." -
Iliopoulos.'

The one really new feature of this year's work has been the estimation,
within the context of grand unification, of baryon excess in the
universe - more precisely an estimate of the ratio of the photon number
S to the baryon numbers (Li which is empirically known to be r;10 -109.
The suggestion that baryon excess may be a consequence of baryor-
non-conaervation plus CP violation was first made by Yoshlmura et the
Tokyo Conference. The present quantitative estimates (which by and large

for models
- more by and leas large - agree with data)were reviewed by Mohapatra/witli
sup«rmasBive multi-Hlggs and lepto-quarks (10 GeV) and "hard" CP
violation-, aa veil as for models with low-mass lepto-quarks
("lO^-lO5 GeV) and CP violation which is "soft".

Yet each man kills the thing he loves
By each let this be heard
Some do it with t bitter look
Some with a flattering word
The coward does it with a kiBs
Th* brave nu vlth a sword.

Oscar Wilde - The Ballad of the Reading Goal.
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£1)

22)

23)

210

25)

26)

27)

For example, for the Family group SO(lO) of Fri taach, Minkowski and

Geor^i, there i s the possible chain (see Appendix)
M Ml

30(10) * SUL(2) x SUR(2) x SU(M - SUjS) * SUR(2) * ( )UR(

SU ( 3 ) .

+ 31^/(201^ + le" £

and N are the numbers of quart and lepton doublets,
ir-

L R

SUC(3) •** SUL(2) * U(l) x SUc(3) * U(l>

According to 't Hooft's theorem, a monopole corresponding to the SUL(2)

gauge syjimetry is expected to possess a mass of the order of o

Even If such monopoles are (conveniently )confined, their indirect

effects must manifest themselves, if they exist.

This is assuming that the concept of "families" which make up a

"tribe", makes sense for ultimate grand unification.

Similar remarks apply to the U(l) in SU(2) * U(l) * SUC(3).

Even if it is assumed that all fermions are singlets

or doublets of SU(2) and singlets or triplets of SUC(3}, there is no

reason for ain 8. to equal £ . To see this note that with thi:.;

assumption - which incidentally excludes supersymmetrlc gauge fermions
2

in the adjoint representations - sin 9Q »

where N

respectively. Only if we make the further assumption that N̂  = n^,

from anomaly cancellation between sharks and leptans, do we recover

s i n ^ » ^ • This assumption however is not compulsive; for example,
0 S

anomalies cancel if (superheavy) mirror fermions exist, without i he
need for assuming N - N .̂ This Is the case for [GU(2n)l . (The

anomalies also automatically cancel for the adjoint representations of

the supersymmetric gauge fermions.) Note however that If [SU(3)]P * [SU(2)]q

U(l) Is embedded within a non-Abelian symmetry and the manner of descent
2

specified, one can express sin 8. as a function of p and q.

The universal urge to extrapolate from what we know to-day and tt

believe that nothing new can possibly be discovered, is well expressed

in the following:

"I corie f irst , Ify name i3 Jowett

I am the Master of this College,

Everything that i s , I know it

If I don't. It isn't knowledge" -

The Balliol Masque.

So long as we work with the concepts of elementary fit-Ids and fur, lamentq

Lattrannltm-j. it is clear that some day we must hit the level of f-lementary

fermlona. Thus It does not dismay me that the succession of flavours

and colours (or families) may end. But we cannot really argue about these

matters on the basis of one-lcop

-31-

99)

30)

31)

32)

I would here like to quote Feynman in a recent interview to the
"Omni11 magazine: "As long as i t looks like the way things are built with

wheels within wheels, then you are looking for the Innermost wheel - but
it might not be that way, in which ease you are looking for whatever the

hell i t is you find!" In the same interview he remarks, "a few years

ago I was very sceptical about the gauge theories I was expecting
mist, and now It looks like ridges and valleys after all".

Zero mass neutrinos are the hardest objects to conceive of as

composites.

Hararl was kind enough to send me a pre-copy of his paper. He

wondered If I considered his ideas were crazy enough in the sense of

Niel Bohr's famous remark. I am afraid I had to express some

reservations; from a follower of the world's first great monotheistic

religious tradition, I would have appreciated one pre-preon rather than two.

I have called this "Post-Planck" physics, assuming that the thrust of

the ideas discussed will be felt at and beyond Planck energies (10

OeV). But let us make no mistake - the ideas are quite general and

their import might be felt much earlier.

The following quotation from Einstein is relevant here. "Experiment

alone can decide on truth But how vrong are those theorists

who believe theory comei inductively from experiment - and this

includes the great Newton with hla "Hypotheses Sen Fingo"." I believe

this is the only place where Einstein departed somewhat from

hiB total veneration for Newton.

What la electric charge in this theory? To answer this , one must

introduce charged matter - and in the last analysis, fermions. Kaluza

and Klein foreshadowed the answer - charge corresponds to the variable

conjugate to the fifth dimension - quantized if the fifth dimenoion curls

onto itself. Perhaps the most detailed and elegant working out of

this idea is du« to Olive and Wltten (.reported by Olive at the conference).

Con»ider a Buperaynmetric Oeorgi-Glaihov, model in six-dimensional

compactifiei space-tint. On. can show that al l object, in this theory
(elementary field*, monopolea, dyons) satisfy a light-like mass
relation (exact, including quantum corrections);

5
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Here P- and P.- are the momenta conjugate to x_ and x- a;.i jne

sho«s ty an expl ic i t calculation that P = m x e lectr ic charge,
I 1 '- J - .topologisally defined -* 3 ?.„ d x and P, - m > magnetic cl arge

on the part ic le , defined similarly. Thus by an expl ic i t construction

one demonstrates that momenta conjugate to the extra dimensions

correspond to (topologieally defined) e lectr ic and magnetic charges,

33) An attract ive suggestion pursued recently by Budini and Raczka

ascr ib* the existence of higher internal symmetries t o the Cartan

reflections in conformal space (projectively realized in 6 dimensions).

Jh) The Einstein Lagrangiam allows large fluctuations of metric and

topology on Planck-length scale . Hawking has surmised that the

dominant contributions to the path integral of quantum gravity come

from metrics which carry one unit of topology per Planck volume.

On account of the intimate connection (de Bham, Atiyah-Singer) of

curvature with the measures of space-time topology (Euler number,

Pontryagin number) the extended Kaluia-Klein and Wheeler-Hawking

points of view may not be so different after a l l .

An example of the possible relevance of topological ideas Is

a result of Kiskla, who shows that under certain conditions a spa.-e-

time with handles would permit global v io l i t ions of enarge. One uonders

i f th i s result extends to other (violated) charges ( l ike I-spin,

hypercharge,. . .) and what i t s significance for the topology of our space-

time may then be.

In a very different context, I might mention a recent topological

result of Witten. In a lang-Hills theory, he shows that for a theory

with a non-iero "vacuum" angle 9, dyons must carry (possibly

fractional or even irrational) e lectr ic charges - n + j H e . Physics,

as we hare known i t , may be made to stand on i t s head by an infusion

of topology.

35) The fu l l result i s t h i s : The Lagrangian in [ll]-dinenEions possesses

an In variance as large as E_| l o n B l * s u ^ l i o c a l ^ analogy i s

v i th Weyl's version of Einstein's gravity theory which haa the

invarian.ee G U M H ^ ^ * s o t3A)l l c i c a l- "ow the graviton in
tfeyl-Einatein theory vith i t s 16 - i • 10 components l ives in the coset

GL(U El ^7
•pace g S f i j T with i ta 10 generators. Likewise the coset space g ^ m

with i t s 133 - 63 • 70 generators can carry 70 apin-xero objects which

are the "gravitons" Of tha internal apace. These are JuBt the 70 Bpin-

rero f ields in the M • 8 supergravity tr ibe .

•4b)

37)

38]

39)

Fayet est:-.aten, for a l ight gravitino, a rate 1O"5-1O"7 to compare with

r(t - unouocrved neutrals) ^1 7 » 10"3 and r(* - e*e") - ( T i l ) * 10" •

He has uuiJo the assumption that the (spontaneous) breakdovn of super-

symmetry occurs at nmases =; a^ -^ mp e x p ( - c / ^ ) . (Tliere is the

alternative propo^l u f a linear progression from grand unification to

extended supergravity which suggests that the characteristic mass for

the breakdown of suptrsymmetrles - and for till the unwanted super-symmetric

partners of W* , Z°, , etc - as well as for the gravitinos - is of

the order of Planck mass mp.)

Thie follows from the standard on^loojJ renormali sett ion group equations:

° . 3 , ? m ? ' U)

a" (u) sin 8(y) - 2. ĝ (B)

(0

For simplicity we have ignored the effects of the fermionic (and the
39)Higgs) loops on the right-hand side. These are dlacussea ty Marciano

These family groups are too small to permit p, 11 > 1. The tribal group

SU(ll) however may accommodate larger p's and q'a.

tf.J. Harclano (COO-223S-B-173) who gives the same result for

- In

clano (COO-223S-B-173) who gives the sam

& , as above, except that the factor 11 is replaced by ±f- if
3* "" u
takes fermion and Dne Hlggs loops in to account. For

Higga isodoubleta,

110 - H
H Thus for Nu ~ 15. sin e st 0.23replace 11 by • «ius IUI <>H - - .

compatible with K » 1 0 1 5 - 1 0 l 6 CeV. The extreme sens i t iv i ty of M pn
assumptions relating to renormali nations should be stressed once aeair..

For the semi-simple group [SU(2n)] describing Sn flavours of (juarks

(and ltnS - 6n leptons; the majority possibly superheavy), Ellas and

Rajpoot give:

9n-8

sin2f

BinS9

Ui(l 1 -

- 121

In

?n
3n

Jn-
!n-

M

V

- 2)

- l )

. :1 - (2n - T) r -

- 3 3 .



'•*!)

k2)

Consider or.e :r.ore ex^.^le Jf the introJuct : •.T. cf in1. .TiwJIiiti' L-r.r_v -y

scales - ai;j the pla teau- l reading peaks - which nay have t h e i r Io."iT.icri

almost any-he r e , eo far aj the in ternal lo^ i r of the Dvisr.et ry-! reftr;::-..-

i s concerned. The ex.ir.plo i s that of the t r i b a l ^rc jp

£1^(5) * i iJ x ' (5) x CU Vj ) corresponding to the Three Fa.-r.ilits . As^u:

each 31/(5) break;; tc [~U(2) * U(l) » CU , i = I , TI, I I I , with

mass scaled M . r."r.i: fir.al breaking stafie corresponds to the emergence

Of the diago.'iil sum [oU(y) « U(l) « SU ( 3) ] * " i ^ U(l) » S'!,,

with the associated scale M. The resu l t s of the computations of
2

sin 8 and the unifying masses a re :

sin 6 = jr + r - — ( i . e . the sane resu l t as for the Family group
° V ™s SU(5)h and

a a
-S. = —
< * 3

For KT = MIT = M, we recover the well-known Family SU(5) result.

Now M may be restricted on account of proton decay, but the

restrictions on the locations of M and M need not be toe

stringent. (Ellas has conjectured that the ratios of fermionic trusses

among the three Fermi Families may differ on account of the three

differing mass scales M , M , M I I . The point Is that not t i l l we

understand the deeper relationship of the Family and the Tribal p-roups

can we reject such possiblliteG. ]

This analysis is relevant also if there exist new forces of which we

may, at present, have no apprehension — for example the techni-c<;lour

forces of Dimopouloa and Guaslilnd, with G • SlKlO) -• SU(2) * U(l) *

3U(8) •+ su(2) * U(l) x 3Uc(3) x SU t£ch(5), t.The HlggE needed to break; the

symmetry th is particular way have to be specially chosen.)

In Shafi andWetterlch's analysis the intermediate stage is throueh^f^ 1

SUH(2) at around 10 GeV, I .e . (V+A) forces make their appearance then.

I believe both types of stages may be necessary to shore up sln^e,

aa well as M and t_ .
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Measuring presence
of 3 gluon vertex 9
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